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Furnished 2 bedroom apartment for rent in Barcelona city centre

ChicRoom Properties would love to introduce to you this romantic furnished 2 bedroom
apartment for rent in Barcelona city centre. This lovely flat was designed in very
delicate and charming style, what gives the place a unique atmosphere.

This place will surprise you with its colour palette, which was kept in very light, warm
pastel - ivory tones which were brought up by hardwood flooring.

The living room will offer you a plantly place to rest. There is one, cream-coloured sofá
with a comfortable situated between two balcony entrances. The rest of resting part of the
apartment offers you two more couches that are a perfect spot to spend time with friends.

The dining area offers you an amazing roundtable with for sits, which are very decorative
in a gorgeous way. This space binges up a lot of romantic atmospheres and gives the
apartment an extraordinary vibe, which will steal the heart of every daydreamer. An
additional vibe gives a big mirror next to the table, which will impress you with its almost
secession ornaments.

The kitchen is a very cosy and fully equipped place. You will find here a bight wooden
cabinet in which were build-in highest quality appliances like an electric oven or an
induction stove. This place will also provide a refrigerator, a toaster and a coffee machine.

This apartment has two bedrooms, one big one with double bed and one small dormitory.
This is a perfect solution as well for small families and for couples who would like to have a
guest room.

There is one bathroom with a shower, a toilet and a bidet. This place will also guarantee
you Towels and bed linen.

This lovely flat is a great place to stay during all of the seasons, due to heating and air
conditioning. They will provide you perfect temperature during all year.

This amazing apartment is also localized in one of most attractive parts of Barcelona. It is
set just on famous La Rambla, which makes very centrical zone. It is a great spot if you
want to experience life in heart of Catalan Capital.

This localization will guarantee all the best places just around the apartment. Close you
can spot typical and foreign restaurants, bars and pubs. During the night you can enjoy
your time in best clubs and discos in Plaza Real.

If you prefer culture and art you will be very glad of fact, that just a few minutes’ walk
away there is beautiful Gothic Cathedral, a monument of Colobus and museum of Picasso.

During summer time you can get easy access to the Barcelonetta beach, where you can
fully enjoy your free time.

This incredible spot is also very well connected to the rest of the city. Just next to the
apartment you will find a metro station and bus lines. You can also easily get to Plaza
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Catalunya where you can use much more different lines of subway, fins taxi stations and
also get a direct bus to the airport.

Contac us to visit this furnished 2 bedroom apartment for rent in Barcelona city
centre. It is a great place to stay during your time in a beautyful city of Gaudi.

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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